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The transition from a specified germ cell to a population of pluripotent cells occurs rapidly following fertilization. During

this developmental transition, the zygotic genome is largely transcriptionally quiescent and undergoes significant chroma-

tin remodeling. In Drosophila, the DNA-binding protein Zelda (also known as Vielfaltig) is required for this transition and for

transcriptional activation of the zygotic genome. Open chromatin is associated with Zelda-bound loci, as well as more gen-

erally with regions of active transcription. Nonetheless, the extent to which Zelda influences chromatin accessibility across

the genome is largely unknown. Here we used formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements to determine the role

of Zelda in regulating regions of open chromatin in the early embryo. We demonstrate that Zelda is essential for hundreds

of regions of open chromatin. This Zelda-mediated chromatin accessibility facilitates transcription-factor recruitment and

early gene expression. Thus, Zelda possesses some key characteristics of a pioneer factor. Unexpectedly, chromatin at a large

subset of Zelda-bound regions remains open even in the absence of Zelda. The GAGA factor-binding motif and embryonic

GAGA factor binding are specifically enriched in these regions. We propose that both Zelda and GAGA factor function to

specify sites of open chromatin and together facilitate the remodeling of the early embryonic genome.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Transcription factors drive cell-fate specification by binding to cis-
regulatory regions and controlling gene expression. Despite the
broad impactof these factors, ourunderstandingofhowtheyaccess
and functionat thecorrect sites in thegenomeremains incomplete.
Inparticular,while transcriptionfactors recognizeandbindspecific
DNAmotifs, onlya small fractionof theirpotentialbindingsites are
occupied at a given time point (Carr and Biggin 1999; Iyer et al.
2001; Lieb et al. 2001; Liu et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2006; Li et al.
2008).Thus,other features inadditiontoDNAsequencemust influ-
encewhere transcription factors bind in the genome. In vivo, DNA
is wrapped around histone proteins to form nucleosomes, which
compete with transcription factors for access to DNA-encoded in-
formation. Reduced accessibility of nucleosomal DNA can largely
explain the patterns of transcription factor binding in vivo
(Kaplan et al. 2011; Li et al. 2011). However, the mechanisms that
create sites of accessibility are poorly understood. It has been pro-
posed that a special class of transcription factors, termed pioneer
factors, binds nucleosomal DNA and increases chromatin accessi-
bility for other transcription factors (Zaret and Carroll 2011). This
model is based on the activity of the Forkhead box (FOX) family
of proteins that bind nucleosomal DNA early in hepatic develop-
ment and facilitate open chromatin, making these regions accessi-
ble for subsequent transcription factor binding (Gualdi et al. 1996;
Cirillo et al. 1998, 2002; Cirillo and Zaret 1999).

Although it is widely accepted that chromatin structure is re-
configured during early embryonic development, little is known
about the factors that direct this process. These changes in chroma-
tinstructureaccompanythe transitionfromaspecifiedgermcell toa
population of pluripotent cells, which occurs rapidly following fer-
tilization. At this time the zygotic genome is not transcribed, and
maternally contributed mRNAs and proteins control embryonic
development.Onlyat latercellcycles iswidespreadtranscriptionini-
tiated (Newport andKirschner1982;Tadros andLipshitz 2009). The
degradation of maternally deposited mRNAs is coordinated with
the transcriptional activation of the zygotic genome during the
maternal-to-zygotic transition (MZT). This fundamental transition
is conserved amongmetazoans and is essential for development.

In Drosophila melanogaster, early development is character-
ized by a series of 13 rapid synchronous nuclear divisions.
Approximately 2–3 h after fertilization, at the 14th nuclear cycle,
the division cycle slows and widespread zygotic transcription
initiates. This marks the end of the D. melanogaster MZT.
Maternally deposited zelda (zld; also known as vielfaltig) mRNA is
necessary for zygotic genome activation and development beyond
the MZT (Staudt et al. 2006; Liang et al. 2008). Previous work has
demonstrated that loci bound by Zelda (Zld) as early as nuclear
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cycle 8 are associated with regions of open chromatin and tran-
scription factor binding at cycle 14 (Li et al. 2008; MacArthur
et al. 2009; Harrison et al. 2011). Indeed, Zld binding at early
time points is a robust predictor of subsequent transcription factor
binding (Harrison et al. 2011), and it has recently been shown that
Zld-binding sites are instrumental in regulating DNA binding by
the transcription factors Dorsal (Dl), Twist (Twi), and Bicoid
(Bcd) (Yanez-Cuna et al. 2012; Foo et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014).
Furthermore, it has been proposed that Zld acts to potentiate tran-
scription factor binding by determining regions of open chroma-
tin (Harrison et al. 2011; Satija and Bradley 2012). At regions
bound by Zld in wild-type embryos, histone H3 density increases
when Zld is depleted (Li et al. 2014), supporting this hypothesis.
Additionally, chromatin accessibility as assayed by DNase I acces-
sibility is correlated with levels of Zld binding to the brinker (brk)
and short gastrulation (sog) enhancers (Foo et al. 2014). Nonethe-
less, it is unknown whether Zld is required for open chromatin
at all of the thousands of loci to which it binds. Furthermore,
whether Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility facilitates transcrip-
tion factor binding remains to be determined.

Here, we directly test the role of Zld in shaping the chromatin
environment during theMZT.We used formaldehyde-assisted iso-
lation of regulatory elements (FAIRE) (Giresi et al. 2007; McKay
and Lieb 2013) to performgenome-wide profiling of open chroma-
tin in embryos lacking maternal Zld (zldM-).

Results

Zld establishes or maintains regions of open chromatin

We have previously shown that Zld-bound regions are highly cor-
related with DNA accessibility (Harrison et al. 2011). To test the

function of Zld in establishing or maintaining these regions of
open chromatin, we performed FAIRE on 2–3 h embryos with
wild-type levels of Zld (yw) and embryos depleted for maternally
contributed Zld (zldM-) (Liang et al. 2008). Obtaining embryos de-
pleted for maternal Zld requires generating germline clones using
heat-shock–induced mitotic recombination (Chou et al. 1993;
Liang et al. 2008). Thus to control for any influence of this proto-
col on chromatin accessibility, we generated germline clones in
our yw control strain in parallel with our zld mutant strain.
Immunostaining confirmed the successful generation of embryos
lacking Zld (Supplemental Fig. S1). We sequenced and analyzed
three biological replicates of the zldM- embryos and two replicates
of the yw control embryos. Regions enriched by FAIRE in our 2–3 h
yw control embryos correlated well with the regions enriched in
2–4 h wild-type (OreR) embryos (cf. yw control FAIRE to OreR
FAIRE; Spearman’s rho = 0.75) (Fig. 1A; Supplemental Fig. S2;
McKay and Lieb 2013). Differences between the two samples are
likely the result of the different developmental time points at
which the samples were collected, as well as any effects from the
induction of germline clones.

Because active cis-regulatory regions are correlated with chro-
matin accessibility (Fisher et al. 2012), we focused our analysis on
the high-confidence open regions. Specifically, we took the top
5000 peaks in our zldM- data set (MACS adjusted −log10 P-value
= 39) and controlled for differences in data quality between the ex-
perimental and control by similarly selecting the top 5000 peaks
from the yw control (MACS adjusted −log10 P-value = 18). To
determine how chromatin accessibility changed when maternal
Zld was removed, we took the union of the top 5000 peaks from
both of our data sets (resulting in 6042 peak regions along the
fly genome) and used edgeR to identify differentially accessible

Figure 1. Zld is required to maintain or establish discrete regions of open chromatin. (A) Normalized FAIRE-seq and ChIP-seq read profiles as labeled on
the left for two genomic regions. FAIRE data for yw and zldM- embryos (this study). FAIRE data for 2–4 h OreR (wild-type) embryos from McKay and Lieb
(2013). ChIP data for Zld from Harrison et al. (2011), for Bcd from Xu et al. (2014), and for GAF from Negre et al. (2011). Genes are shown at the bottom
with arrows to indicate direction of transcription. Boxes indicate different classes of FAIRE peaks: blue box, differential, Zld-bound; dark orange box, con-
stitutive, Zld-bound; and light orange box, constitutive, not Zld-bound. (B) Scatter plot of the FAIRE signal from yw embryos versus the FAIRE signal from
zldM- embryos. Black dots indicate the union set of regions identified by FAIRE in both yw and zldM- embryos. Colored dots indicate differential peaks iden-
tified by edgeR. Colors represent P-values (<0.05) as indicated by the scale. (C) Pie charts showing the genomic distribution of FAIRE peaks, Zld-binding
sites, and CAGGTAG motifs to promoters, genes, introns, and intergenic regions as shown.
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regions (Robinson et al. 2010). That is, FAIRE peaks that vary be-
tween the two samples (P < 0.05). We found 540 regions that had
enriched FAIRE signals in our control yw embryos compared
with zldM- embryos (yw differential) (Fig. 1A,B). These regions are
exemplified in the cis-regulatory regions for deadpan (dpn) and
sog by distinct FAIRE peaks that are present in both yw and OreR
FAIRE but absent in the zldM- FAIRE (Fig. 1A; blue boxes).
Conversely, there were 145 regions that were enriched in the
zldM- embryos compared with the control (zldM- differential).

To determine whether Zld directly contributes to the changes
in chromatin accessibilitywe observed between our yw control and
zldM- embryos, we quantified the enrichment of the canonical Zld-
binding site in our constitutive FAIRE peaks along with those re-
gions that become more accessible (zldM- differential) and those
that become less accessible (yw differential) in the absence of
Zld. Specifically, we searched for occurrences of CAGGTAG—the
optimal sequence recognition element for Zld—within those re-
gions that were uniquely enriched in either yw or zldM- embryos.
While only 12%of the top 5000 FAIRE peaks in our yw control con-
tain theCAGGTAGmotif, 45%of the Zld-dependent peaks (yw dif-
ferential) contain CAGGTAG motifs (for full data, including the
enrichment for CAGGTA, see Table 1). In contrast, of the 145 peaks
that become more accessible in zldM- embryos only 0.7% contain
CAGGTAG (zldM- differential) (Table 1). Thus, the Zld-binding
site is selectively enriched in regions that depend on Zld for
accessibility.

When we compared our control (yw) FAIRE peaks to regions
bound by Zld, as determined by chromatin immunoprecipitation
coupled with high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) (Harrison
et al. 2011), we similarly identified binding enrichment specifi-
cally at those regions that dependonZld for accessibility (yw differ-
ential). At cycle 14, 54% (2681/5000) of the control FAIRE peaks
overlap with a region bound by Zld in vivo, while 77% (418/
540) of the Zld-dependent peaks (yw differential) overlap with a
Zld-bound region. This correlation between Zld binding and re-
gions that require Zld for open chromatin is also evident at individ-
ual loci, such as dpn and sog (Fig. 1A, blue boxes). Furthermore,
only 15% of those peaks that increase in accessibility in the ab-
sence of maternal Zld (zldM- differential) overlap with in vivo
Zld-binding sites. Thus, both the Zld-binding sequence and in
vivo Zld binding are enriched specifically in those regions that
aremore open in the control comparedwith zldM- embryos (yw dif-
ferential). Together these data indicate that Zld is required tomain-
tain or establish distinct regions of open chromatin.

Zld binds to promoters and enhancers of genes expressed
through the MZT (Fig. 1C; Harrison et al. 2011; Nien et al.
2011). To assess which genomic regions might be particularly de-
pendent on Zld for chromatin accessibility, we determined the dis-
tribution of FAIRE peaks that were specific to the yw control (yw
differential), FAIRE peaks that were accessible in both yw and
zldM- embryos (constitutive), and FAIRE peaks specific to the
zldM- embryos (zldM- differential) (Fig. 1C). The observed distribu-
tion of FAIRE peaks that require Zld (yw differential) was similar to
the distribution of regions bound by Zld in vivo and of CAGGTAG
motifs (Fig. 1C), suggesting that Zld functions to establish or
maintain chromatin accessibility at both promoters and enhanc-
ers. In contrast, the peaks specific to the zldM- (zldM- differential)
showed a genomic distribution substantially different from Zld
binding and CAGGTAGmotifs, with a strong enrichment in inter-
genic regions.

Zld is not essential for chromatin accessibility

at many Zld-bound loci

During the initial analysis of our FAIRE data, we identified three
classes of FAIRE peaks that we had expected to identify. First, fit-
ting with the predicted role of Zld as a pioneer-like factor, we
identified Zld-bound loci that required Zld for chromatin accessi-
bility. Second, we identified a large class of FAIRE peaks that did
not bind Zld or require Zld for accessibility. Chromatin accessi-
bility in these regions likely resulted from the activities of other
proteins or from inherent DNA-sequence structure. Third, we
identified a small number of regions that depend on Zld for ac-
cessibility but are not Zld bound, which are likely due to indirect
effects of Zld depletion. However, our analysis unexpectedly re-
vealed, in addition to these three classes, a large class of FAIRE
peaks that overlapped Zld-bound regions but remained accessible
in zldM- embryos. Thus, while Zld was required for chromatin ac-
cessibility at 540 loci, there were nearly three times as many loci
(1537) that were bound by Zld but did not require Zld occupancy
for accessibility.

For further analysis, we therefore divided the 5000 top FAIRE
peaks from our yw embryos into four categories: differential, Zld-
bound (402 peaks); constitutive, Zld-bound (1537 peaks); differen-
tial, not Zld-bound (138 peaks); and constitutive, not Zld-bound
(2923 peaks) (Fig. 2A). Examples of these different classes are
highlighted in the regulatory regions surrounding both dpn and
sog (Fig. 1A). The average FAIRE signals from the differential and
constitutive peaks were generally similar. However, the differential
peaks showed a slightly lower level of FAIRE signal, especially those
differential peaks that did not overlap Zld-bound regions (differen-
tial, not Zld-bound) (Fig. 2B). As defined, the FAIRE peaks for the
differential class are substantially decreased in the zldM- embryos
(Fig. 2B). Additionally, there was no detectable difference between
the average FAIRE signals from constitutive regions either bound
or not bound by Zld (Fig. 2B). Thus, the strength of the FAIRE sig-
nal is unlikely to explain the differences between these four
classes.

When we used sequence surrounding the FAIRE peaks to pre-
dict nucleosome occupancy (Kaplan et al. 2009), we did not iden-
tify a predicted region of nucleosome depletion at the FAIRE peaks
in any of the four classes (Fig. 2C). On the contrary, we found
that sequences underlying FAIRE peaks are predicted to have high-
er nucleosome occupancy, consistent with previous observations
(McKay and Lieb 2013). This analysis suggests that the underlying
sequence alone does not explain the open chromatin identified by

Table 1. Enrichment of Zld-binding motifs and in vivo Zld-binding
sites (with Zld) in FAIRE peaks

CAGGTAG CAGGTA Total

yw differential
Total 45% 244 67% 361 540
With Zld 61% 244 87% 351 402
Without Zld 0% 0 7% 10 138

Constitutive
Total 8.3% 370 20% 900 4460
With Zld 21% 321 45% 692 1537
Without Zld 1.7% 49 7% 208 2923

zldM- differential
Total 0.7% 1 6% 9 145
With Zld 0% 0 23% 5 22
Without Zld 1% 1 3% 4 123

Without Zld indicates no in vivo bound ZLD was identified by ChIP-seq
(Harrison et al. 2011).
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FAIRE at any of these regions and that activemechanisms are likely
working to create or maintain chromatin accessibility. To better
define the features that determine chromatin accessibility in the
early embryo, we focused our analysis on characterizing these clas-
ses of FAIRE peaks.

A large number of promoters do not require Zld for accessibility

Many factors are known to shape chromatin accessibility so we
were not surprised to identify a relatively large class of FAIRE peaks
that were unchanged in the absence of Zld and that did not possess
Zld-binding sites (constitutive, not Zld-bound; n = 2923). When
we analyzed the distribution of these regions throughout the ge-
nome, we noted they were highly enriched for promoter regions
with ∼70% of these FAIRE peaks being localized to promoters
(Fig. 2D). Promoters, especially of transcriptionally active genes,
are known to be relatively nucleosome free in a wide variety of
species (Lee et al. 2007; Schones et al. 2008; Weiner et al. 2010;
Thomas et al. 2011; Valouev et al. 2011). In zebrafish, well-
positioned nucleosome arrays appear at promoters during zygotic
genome activation in a transcription-independent fashion, sug-
gesting that activemechanismsmay shape nucleosome occupancy
at promoters during early development (Zhang et al. 2014). When

we searched for motifs enriched among these constitutively open
peaks, all k-mers identified were highly AT rich (Supplemental
Table 1). AT-rich sequences were also enriched when we analyzed
all FAIRE peaks lacking Zld compared with all FAIRE peaks with Zld
bound. AT-rich sequences are associated with decreased nucleo-
some occupancy and have also been shown to be enriched at pro-
moters (Sekinger et al. 2005; Hughes et al. 2012). Because the
underlying sequence does not predict any inherent decrease in nu-
cleosome occupancy at FAIRE peaks that are independent of Zld
binding (constitutive, not Zld-bound) (Fig. 2C), we suggest the
identification of the AT-rich sequence motif in these regions likely
results from the fact that this sets of peaks is enriched for pro-
moters and does not by itself explain the open chromatin at these
regions.

Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility is associated

with early gene expression

Our analysis of the top FAIRE peaks demonstrated that there were
two classes of accessible chromatin regions bound by Zld: those
that required Zld for accessibility (differential, ZLD-bound; n =
402) and those that did not (constitutive, Zld-bound; n = 1537).
To begin to differentiate between these two classes of Zld-bound
loci, we used ChIP-seq data to determine the relative strength of
Zld binding at nuclear cycle 14 (Harrison et al. 2011).
Constitutive peaks with Zld bound (constitutive, Zld-bound) had
on average threefold lower Zld ChIP-signals than those that were
dependent on Zld for accessibility (differential, Zld-bound) (Fig.
3A). This shows that regions highly occupied by Zld in vivo are
more dependent on Zld for establishing ormaintaining chromatin
accessibility than those less-occupied sites (see also Supplemental
Fig. S3). We have previously shown that levels of Zld binding are
correlated with the timing of gene expression; regions with higher
Zld ChIP-seq signal are expressed earlier in embryonic develop-
ment (Harrison et al. 2011). This suggests that regions that depend
on Zld for accessibilitymay be enriched near genes that require Zld
for expression.

To test the functional impact of Zld-mediated chromatin ac-
cessibility on gene expression, we performed RNA-seq from single
embryos and compared stage 5 zldM- to yw controls. We then asso-
ciated FAIRE peaks with the nearest gene and identified what per-
centage of these FAIRE-associated genes require Zld for robust
expression. Because Zld is known to act as a transcriptional activa-
tor (Liang et al. 2008), we focused on genes whose expression de-
creased by greater than twofold in the zldM- embryos. The
analysis shows that 48% of genes associated with Zld-dependent
FAIRE peaks (differential, Zld-bound) had a greater than twofold
decrease in expression in the absence of Zld compared with only
18% for all FAIRE peaks (Fig. 3B). Those regions that do not depend
on Zld for accessibility (constitutive, Zld-bound) were also en-
riched near genes that require Zld for expression, but to a lesser de-
gree than those genes near regions that require Zld for open
chromatin (differential, Zld-bound). However, the large amount
of maternally supplied RNA in the early embryo masked any
changes in expression of genes transcribed both maternally and
zygotically. Thus, our RNA-seq only identified changes in gene ex-
pression for those genes that are exclusively zygotically expressed.
For this reason, the actual numbers of down-regulated genes in the
zldM- embryos may be larger than reported. To independently ver-
ify these results, we repeated our gene expression analysis using
publishedmicroarray data (Liang et al. 2008) and similarly demon-
strated that those regions that require Zld for accessibility were

Figure 2. Many loci bound by Zld in wild-type embryos remain accessi-
ble in zldM- embryos. (A) Flow chart illustrating the four classes of yw FAIRE
peaks used for future analysis. (B) Average FAIRE signal for each class of
FAIRE peaks in both yw and zldM- embryos. (C) Predicted nucleosome oc-
cupancy based on DNA sequence surrounding FAIRE peaks in each of the
indicated classes. Colors indicate the different FAIRE classes. Plots are cen-
tered on the FAIRE peak midpoint and oriented relative to the transcription
start site of the nearest gene. (D) Pie charts showing the genomic distribu-
tion to promoters, genes, introns, and intergenic regions for each class of
FAIRE peaks.
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enriched near genes that require Zld for expression (Supplemental
Fig. S4).

Zld influences expression of both a small number of genes ex-
pressed early in the MZT, as well as a large number of genes ex-
pressed at nuclear cycle 14. To determine if Zld-mediated
accessibility might specifically drive expression of either one of
these sets of genes, we used a high-temporal resolution data set
to examine the relationship between Zld-mediated chromatin ac-
cessibility and the timing of gene expression (Lott et al. 2011).
Genes were grouped based on their timing of initial expression
(Li et al. 2014), andwe analyzed the correlation between Zld-medi-
ated changes in accessibility and Zld-mediated changes in expres-
sion. Specifically, we determined the change in FAIRE signal
between control and zldM- embryos and plotted this against the
change in RNA levels, as determined by RNA-seq, for the gene
with the nearest associated transcription start site. There was a sig-
nificant correlation between Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility
and Zld-mediated gene expression for genes that initiate expres-
sion during nuclear cycles 10–11 (Spearman’s rho = 0.33, P =
0.0005) but not for genes that are expressed during late cycle 14
(Spearman’s rho = 0.11, P = 0.25) (Fig. 3C,D). Furthermore, during
nuclear cycles 8–12 RNA polymerase II (Pol II) is bound only to the
promoters of the early expressed genes (Chen et al. 2013; Li et al.
2014), and we demonstrated that this promoter localized Pol II is
preferentially found at promoters that require Zld for chromatin
accessibility (differential, Zld-bound) (Supplemental Fig. S5).
Only later, at cycles 13–14, was Pol II associated with promoters
from every FAIRE class (Supplemental Fig. S5; Chen et al. 2013).
Thus Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility likely drives the very
earliest expressed zygotic genes. Later in embryonic development,
Zld may activate gene expression by a different mechanism.

H3K18ac and H4K8ac are enriched

around Zld-bound regions that require

Zld for accessibility

We recently mapped the location of nine
histone modifications at four different
developmental times spanning the MZT
using ChIP-seq (Li et al. 2014) and dem-
onstrated that acetylation of three differ-
ent lysines on two different histones
(H3K18, H3K27, and H4K8) correlated
with Zld binding, especially early in
development (Li et al. 2014). Thus we
speculated that Zld-mediated chromatin
accessibilitymight correlate with specific
histonemodifications. To further investi-
gate the connection between chromatin
accessibility and early gene expression,
we examined the relationship between
chromatin accessibility and histone
modifications during the MZT. We ana-
lyzed the enrichment of acetylation and
methylation marks around our four clas-
ses of FAIRE peaks (Fig. 4; Supplemental
Fig. S6). Prior to widespread zygotic ge-
nome activation (at cycles 8 and 12),
H3K18ac and H4K8ac were enriched on
nucleosomes surrounding the Zld-bound
regions that require Zld for accessibility
(differential, Zld-bound) (Fig. 4). Similar
enrichment was not evident at con-

stitutively open regions or those that lack Zld binding (constitu-
tive, Zld-bound; constitutive, not Zld-bound, differential, not
Zld-bound) (Fig. 4). Thus, Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility,
and not Zld-binding in general, is correlated with early histone
acetylation. We previously demonstrated that these early acetyla-
tion marks are associated with early expressed genes (Li et al.
2014), strengthening the connection between regions that require
Zld for accessibility and early gene expression. Furthermore,
H3K18ac levels are decreased in zldM- embryos (Li et al. 2014), dem-
onstrating that Zld is required for H3K18 acetylation at specific re-
gions. Together with our FAIRE data, this suggests that Zld may
potentiate chromatin accessibility and early gene expression by in-
creasing histone acetylation.

Regions that require Zld for chromatin accessibility

also require Zld for Bcd binding

One mechanism by which Zld may activate gene expression is by
facilitating transcription factor binding. We have previously dem-
onstrated that early Zld binding is predictive of where transcrip-
tion factors will later bind (Harrison et al. 2011), and it has been
recently reported that Zld promotes binding of the transcription
factors Twi, Dl, and Bcd to DNA (Yanez-Cuna et al. 2012; Foo
et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014). To determine if Zld enabled binding
of these proteins by creating open regions of chromatin, we rean-
alyzed a published ChIP-seq data set identifying Bcd-binding sites
in both wild-type embryos and those lacking maternal zld (Xu
et al. 2014). Previous analysis had shown that Bcd binding is par-
tially redistributed when Zld is absent. Specifically, Bcd binding
in the mutant was decreased at a large number of sites that overlap
with Zld-bound regions (Xu et al. 2014). Comparing our four

Figure 3. Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility is correlated with early Zld-dependent gene expres-
sion. (A) Average ChIP-seq signal for Zld at cycle 14 for each class of FAIRE peaks. (B) FAIRE-enriched sites
were associated with the nearest gene. For each associated gene, the expression change when maternal
Zld was depleted was identified by RNA-seq. The percentage of genes that show a greater than twofold
decrease in expression is plotted for each class of FAIRE peaks. Hypergeometric P-values are shown. (C,D)
Correlation between Zld-mediated changes in gene expression and FAIRE signal for 83 genes expressed
at nuclear cycles 10–11 (C) or 91 genes expressed at late nuclear cycle 14 (D). r = Spearman’s correlation
coefficient.
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classes of peaks with the Bcd ChIP-seq data set demonstrated that
Bcd binds preferentially to Zld-bound loci, both those that require
Zld for accessibility and those that do not (Fig. 5A), and the average
BcdChIP-signal at these twoclasses of Zld-bound regions is approx-
imately equivalent (Fig. 5A).We identified a preferential reduction
in Bcd binding at the differential peaks with Zld bound (differen-
tial, Zld-bound) compared with the constitutively open peaks
with Zld bound (constitutive, Zld-bound) upon Zld depletion
(Fig. 5B). This is demonstrated by the regulatory regions of dpn
and sog (Fig. 1A). In these examples, promoter proximal FAIRE
peaks do not require Zld for accessibility or Bcd binding (dark or-
ange box), while neighboring enhancers lose both chromatin ac-
cessibility and Bcd binding in the absence of Zld (blue box). This
shows that Zld-dependent Bcd binding is correlatedwith Zld-medi-
ated chromatin accessibility and not just with Zld binding.
Together this suggests that Zld facilitates transcription factor bind-
ing through the establishment ormaintenance of open chromatin.

Collective binding by a large number of transcription factors does

not distinguish between Zld-bound FAIRE classes

In addition to being associated with regions of open chromatin,
another feature correlated with Zld-bound loci is occupancy by a
large number of transcription factors (Li et al. 2008; MacArthur
et al. 2009; Roy et al. 2010; Kvon et al. 2012). These regions have
been termed highly occupied target (HOT) regions and have
been identified in a wide variety of organisms (Moorman et al.
2006; The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007; Li et al. 2008;
MacArthur et al. 2009; Gerstein et al. 2010; Roy et al. 2010;
Negre et al. 2011). Thus it was possible
that Zld-bound regions that do not re-
quire Zld for accessibility are maintained
in an open chromatin state by binding of
a large number of additional factors. To
determine if this was the case, we ana-
lyzed the number of transcription factors
bound in vivo to each of the four classes
of FAIRE peaks. As expected, we showed
that FAIRE peaks overlapping Zld-bound
regions were enriched for binding by
more than 10 transcription factors (con-
stitutive, Zld-bound and differential,
Zld-bound) (Fig. 6A). On average there

were 2.5 times as many transcription factors present at Zld-bound
FAIRE peaks than at FAIRE peaks that were not Zld bound (Fig. 6A).
Thus, among regions of chromatin accessibility, Zld binding is cor-
related with those loci that are bound by a large number of tran-
scription factors. Nonetheless, we found no obvious difference
in the number of transcription factors bound when we compared
Zld-bound peaks that depend on Zld for accessibility (differential,
Zld-bound) to those that do not require Zld (constitutive, Zld-
bound). This was also the case when we controlled for the fact
that constitutive, Zld-bound peaks are enriched for promoters
compared with differential, Zld-bound peaks by further sub-
dividing each class by genome annotation (Supplemental Fig. 7).
Thus, these data demonstrate that binding by a large number of
transcription factors is not what functionally distinguishes these
classes of Zld-bound regions and that some other feature must al-
low the chromatin to remain accessible in the absence of Zld at
those regions that remain constitutively open.

Constitutively open Zld-bound loci contain GAGA motifs

and are preferentially bound by GAGA factor

Because binding by a large number of transcription factors did not
functionally distinguish between the two Zld-bound FAIRE classes,
we proposed that binding by a specific transcription factor might
maintain chromatin accessibility at constitutive, Zld-bound peaks
in the absence of Zld. To determine potential factors, we identified
motifs enriched in the DNA sequences underlying the FAIRE
peaks. For both classes of peaks with Zld bound (differential and
constitutive), we showed, as expected, that the most highly

Figure 4. Early histone acetylation is enriched around loci that require Zld for chromatin accessibility. (A,B) Distribution of ChIP-seq signals for H3K18ac
(A) and H4K8ac (B) surrounding individual classes of FAIRE peaks at specific nuclear cycles during the early stages of embryonic development. Colors in-
dicate the different FAIRE classes. Plots are centered on the FAIRE peak and oriented relative to the transcription start site of the nearest gene.

Figure 5. In the absence of Zld, Bcd binding is preferentially lost at those regions that lose chromatin
accessibility. (A,B) Average Bcd binding inwild-type embryos (A) and embryos lackingmaternal Zld (B) for
each class of FAIRE peaks. Colors indicate the different FAIRE classes.
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enriched motif was the canonical Zld-binding motif, CAGGTA
(Fig. 6B; Supplemental Table 1). For the differential Zld-bound
peaks, the next most highly enriched k-mers were overlapping or
related to this canonical Zld-binding site (Supplemental Table 1;
ten Bosch et al. 2006; Liang et al. 2008; Harrison et al. 2011;
Nien et al. 2011; Struffi et al. 2011). However, for the constitutively
open Zld-bound peaks, there was a strong enrichment for GAGA
motifs (Fig. 6B; Supplemental Table 1), suggesting that these re-
gions may be occupied by GAGA factor (GAF; encoded by the
gene Trithorax-like [Trl]) in addition to Zld (Wilkins and Lis
1997). Importantly, GAF binding is strongly correlated with chro-
matin accessibility, and GAGAmotifs are enriched in HOT regions
(Lu et al. 1993; Kvon et al. 2012; Slattery et al. 2014). Because GAF-
binding motifs are known to be enriched at promoters, it was pos-
sible that the identification of GAF-bindingmotifs in constitutive,
Zld-bound peaks was a function of the fact that 39% of these peaks
were in promoter regions compared with only 18% for the differ-
ential, Zld-bound peaks (Fig. 2D). Thus, we directly determined
the enrichment of the GAF-binding motif in the constitutive,
Zld-bound versus the differential, Zld-bound peaks for promoters,
intergenic regions, intronic regions, and coding regions.We found
that in all cases there was a significant enrichment of the GAF-
binding motif in the constitutive, Zld-bound peaks. This enrich-
ment was most significant at the intronic and intergenic peaks.
Comparing GAGA motif enrichment in constitutive versus dif-
ferential Zld-bound FAIRE peaks, we demonstrated that at intronic
regions, 62% of constitutively accessible Zld-bound regions con-
tainedGAGAmotifs, while only 25% of the introns that depended
on Zld for accessibility (differential, Zld-bound) contained themo-
tif (P = 10−15). In intergenic regions, 20% of constitutively accessi-
ble Zld-bound regions had GAGAmotifs in comparison to none of
the differential, Zld-bound intergenic peaks (P < 10−8). These anal-
yses demonstrate that the GAF-binding motif is specifically en-
riched in the constitutive, Zld-bound regions independently of
where in the genome these peaks are located.

Consistent with this sequence enrichment, GAF binding, as
assayed by ChIP-seq in 0- to 8-h embryos (Negre et al. 2011), is en-
riched in those regions that are constitutively accessible and
bound by Zld (constitutive, Zld-bound). Specifically, 52% (796/
1537) of constitutively open Zld-bound regions overlap GAF
peaks, compared with only 15% (59/402) of regions that depend

on Zld for open chromatin (Fig. 6C, P < 0.0001). Thus both the
GAF-binding site and embryonic GAF binding are specifically en-
riched at Zld-bound loci that remain accessible in the absence of
Zld. Furthermore, only 28% (829/2923) of constitutively open re-
gions that do not bind Zld overlap GAF-binding sites, indicating
that in addition to GAF, other transcription factors may be re-
quired for open chromatin. Together, these data suggest that a
subset of Zld-bound regions that do not change in accessibility
in the zldM- embryos remain open due to co-occupancy by GAF.

Discussion

We have used FAIRE to identify regions of open chromatin in the
early embryo and determine the role of Zld in establishing ormain-
taining chromatin accessibility. We demonstrate on a genome-
wide level that Zld is instrumental in defining specific regions of
open chromatin. Furthermore, this Zld-mediated chromatin acces-
sibility dictates both transcription factor binding and early gene
expression. Unexpectedly, we discovered that most open chroma-
tin regions to which Zld is bound do not absolutely require Zld for
chromatin accessibility. At these regions, Zld may function redun-
dantly with GAF to determine the chromatin state. We suggest
that Zld directlymediates the very earliest gene expression by facil-
itating chromatin accessibility. At cycle 14, when thousands of
genes are transcribed, Zld and GAF may coordinate to determine
both regions of open chromatin and levels of gene expression.

Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility facilitates transcription

factor binding and early gene expression

Zld is known to be instrumental in regulating expression of
both the very first set of zygotic genes transcribed after fertilization,
as well as a large set of genes transcribed at cycle 14. Zld is already
bound to thousands of loci at cycle 10, including those that will
not be activated until four nuclear cycles later during the major
wave of genome activation (Harrison et al. 2011). This suggests
that early Zld binding is poising genes for later activation.
Nonetheless, it remainsunclearwhatdifferentiates the small subset
of Zld-bound loci that are transcribed early from the hundreds of
Zld-boundgenes activated at cycle14.Herewedemonstrate regions
that require Zld for chromatin accessibility are correlated with the
subset of genes transcribed prior to cycle 14 and with histone

Figure 6. GAF likely functions with Zld to define chromatin accessibility in the early embryo. (A) Mean number of transcription factors (TFs) bound to
each class of FAIRE peaks. Colors indicate the different FAIRE classes. Error bars, SD. (B) Positionweightmatrices for themotifs enriched in the FAIRE peaks for
each class compared with all of the top 5000 FAIRE peaks identified in yw embryos. Hypergeometric P-values are shown below each motif. The top three
motifs for each class are shown (for additional motifs, see Supplemental Table 1). (C) Percentage of FAIRE peaks in each class that overlap a GAF-binding site
as identified by ChIP-seq in 0- to 8-h embryos (Negre et al. 2011). Hypergeometric P-value is shown.
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acetylation (Figs. 3, 4;Chenet al. 2013; Li et al. 2014).However, not
all Zld-bound regions are equally dependent on Zld for chromatin
accessibility. We therefore propose that Zld is essential for creating
regions of open chromatin that drive expression of the subset of
earliest expressed genes. Thismaybemediated, in part, by local his-
tone acetylation. At cycle 14, other factors likely function with Zld
to determine chromatin accessibility.

Zld-mediated transcriptional activation may be potentiated
by the subsequent binding of additional transcription factors.
Early Zld binding is a robust predictor of wheremultiple additional
transcription factors will later bind (Harrison et al. 2011). More re-
cently, it has been shown that Zld is required for the DNA binding
of three different transcription factors: Twi, Dl, and Bcd (Yanez-
Cuna et al. 2012; Foo et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014). Additionally,
transgenic versions of the brk and sog enhancers show a correlation
between the number of Zld-binding sites and both Dl binding and
DNase I accessibility (Foo et al. 2014). Thus, prior work has clearly
demonstrated a role for Zld in mediating transcription factor
binding, but the mechanism by which Zld served this function
was unclear. Here we demonstrate that Bcd binding is lost in
zldM- embryos preferentially at those regions that depend on Zld
for chromatin accessibility. These data show that Zld potentiates
transcription factor binding through the establishment or mainte-
nance of open chromatin, and this is likely to be important for
Zld-mediated transcriptional activation (Fig. 7).

The mechanism by which Zld establishes or maintains chro-
matin accessibility remains unknown. Unlike the pioneer fac-
tor FOXA1, which can bind open chromatin by binding through
a winged-helix domain (Cirillo et al. 1998, 2002), the Zld DNA-
binding domain does not resemble that of a linker histone.
Instead, Zld binds DNA through a cluster of four zinc fingers in
the C terminus (Struffi et al. 2011; Hamm et al. 2015). In addition,
Zld is a large protein with no recognizable enzymatic domains that
activates transcription through a low-complexity protein domain
(Hamm et al. 2015). Thus, Zld likely facilitates open chromatin
through interactions with cofactors, and it is possible that recruit-
ment of different cofactors to distinct Zld-bound loci could partial-

ly explain the differential requirement on Zld for chromatin
accessibility in the early embryo.

Zld binding but not Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility is a

defining feature of HOT regions

HOT regions, loci that are bound by a large number of different
transcription factors, have been identified in multiple organisms,
including worms, flies, and humans (Moorman et al. 2006; The
ENCODE Project Consortium 2007; Li et al. 2008; MacArthur
et al. 2009; Gerstein et al. 2010; Roy et al. 2010; Negre et al.
2011). Unexpectedly, these HOT regions are not strongly enriched
for the DNA-sequence motifs bound by the transcription factors
that define them (Moorman et al. 2006; MacArthur et al. 2009;
Gerstein et al. 2010; Roy et al. 2010). Instead, HOT regions are as-
sociated with open chromatin, suggesting that chromatin accessi-
bility along with sequence motif enrichment drives the high
transcription factor occupancy (Roy et al. 2010). In Drosophila,
HOT regions are enriched for developmental enhancers that con-
tain the canonical Zld-binding site, CAGGTAG, as well as for in
vivo Zld binding (Li et al. 2008; MacArthur et al. 2009; Harrison
et al. 2011; Nien et al. 2011; Kvon et al. 2012). By analyzing the
5000 regions with the highest FAIRE signal, we demonstrate that
high transcription factor occupancy is correlated with Zld-bound
regions of accessible chromatin and not with open chromatin
more generally (Fig. 6A). Furthermore, this associationwasnot spe-
cific for those regions that require Zld for accessibility. Thus, HOT
regions overlap with Zld-bound regions of open chromatin regard-
less of whether these loci require Zld for accessibility. Our data sug-
gest that while Zld-mediated chromatin accessibility may facilitate
gene expression, it is not this function of Zld alone that defines
HOT regions.

The open chromatin landscape and transcriptional

profile of the embryo are likely defined by the functions

of both GAGA factor and Zld

Our FAIRE data showed that more than 400 regions are bound by
Zld and require Zld for chromatin accessi-
bility. However, at least three times as
many regions are bound by Zld but re-
main open even in its absence. Our data
predict GAF functions at many of these
constitutively open chromatin regions
to maintain chromatin accessibility,
even in the absence of Zld (Fig. 7).
Along with the CAGGTAG element,
GAF-binding motifs are enriched in
HOT regions (Kvon et al. 2012; Slattery
et al. 2014). Like Zld, GAF is maternally
deposited into embryos. Furthermore,
GAF is known to facilitate nuclease-hy-
persensitive regions and interact with
members of the NURF ATP-dependent
chromatin-remodeling complex (Lu et
al. 1993; Tsukiyama and Wu 1995).

Our data show that at early ex-
pressed genes there is a correlation be-
tween regions that require Zld for
chromatin accessibility (differential,
Zld-bound) and Zld-dependent gene ex-
pression (cycles 10–11) (Fig. 3C). How-
ever, this association is not found for

Figure 7. Model for the role of Zld in defining chromatin accessibility at the MZT. (A) Zld determines
chromatin accessibility at early embryonic enhancers, allowing other TFs access to their binding sites. (B)
At a large subset of regions, Zld binds chromatin but is not required for accessibility. GAF facilitates open
chromatinat regionsthat remainaccessible inzldM- embryos,allowingtranscription factorstobindto these
loci. (C) Promoter regions are enriched among those regions that do not require Zld for accessibility.
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genes expressed during cycle 14 (Fig. 3D). Instead, our data suggest
that at loci associated with this later gene expression, GAF is func-
tioning together with Zld to regulate chromatin accessibility and
gene expression. Maternally deposited GAF is required for robust
transcription and nuclear divisions during the MZT (Bhat et al.
1996; Lagha et al. 2013). GAF is thought to mediate transcription,
at least in part, through a role in the establishment of poised poly-
merase (Shopland et al. 1995; Bhat et al. 1996; Lee et al. 2008). The
fact that poised polymerase is not established until cycle 13 (Chen
et al. 2013; Blythe and Wieschaus 2015) supports our model that
GAF is required specifically for gene expression at cycles 13–14.
Thus, we suggest that Zld-dependent early embryonic enhancers
may be unique in that they rely only on Zld for chromatin accessi-
bility. Although there are likely additional factors involved, our
data demonstrate that later in development, Zld and GAF likely
function together to define the chromatin landscape of the early
embryo.

Pioneer factors as drivers of zygotic genome activation

Pioneer factors are a specialized class of transcription factors that
bind nucleosomal DNA and initiate chromatin remodeling, allow-
ing the recruitment of additional transcription factors (Iwafuchi-
Doi and Zaret 2014). Zld binding is strongly driven by DNA se-
quence, much more so than the binding of other transcription
actors (Harrison et al. 2011). This observation combined with
our FAIRE data and analyses demonstrates that Zld exhibits
many of the characteristics of a pioneer factor as defined by
Iwafuchi-Doi and Zaret (2014): (1) engaging chromatin prior to
gene activity, (2) establishing ormaintaining chromatin accessibil-
ity to facilitate transcription factor binding, and (3) playing a pri-
mary role in cell reprogramming. Additional properties have
been shown for classical pioneer factors, including remaining
bound to the mitotic chromosomes (i.e., bookmarking) and bind-
ing to nucleosomal DNA (Cirillo et al. 2002; Sekiya et al. 2009;
Kadauke et al. 2012; Caravaca et al. 2013). It will be important to
determine whether Zld shares these characteristics with other pio-
neer factors.

Pioneer factors, such as FOXA1, can bind to closed chromatin
and subsequently increase accessibility of the target site (Cirillo
et al. 2002). However the chromatin of the early embryo may pro-
vide a unique environment with little compacted chromatin.
Heterochromatin formation is not observed until the 14th nuclear
cycle (Foe and Alberts 1983). Chromatin-bound H3 levels increase
through the MZT, and histone modifications indicative of silent
genes, such as H3K27 trimethylation, are not evident until there
is widespread activation of the zygotic genome (Li et al. 2014).
Thus, while Zld binds to genes prior to zygotic genome activation,
this activity may not require binding to compacted chromatin. It
may be that Zld is distinctive in the timing of its expression rather
than in its chromatin-binding properties and that the sequence-
driven binding of Zld is a property of the open chromatin and rap-
id nuclear divisions that characterize the earliest stages of embry-
onic development.

Despite the fact that we have demonstrated a critical role for
Zld in determining chromatin accessibility at hundreds of geno-
mic regions, our data show that this role is limited to specific re-
gions associated with the earliest-expressed embryonic genes.
Other factors, such as GAF, likely work redundantly with Zld to
define chromatin accessibility during the MZT. The coordinated
function of multiple factors in determining chromatin structure
and genome activation is not without precedent. It has recently

been demonstrated that homologs of the core pluripotency fac-
tors, Nanog, Pou5f3 (previously known as Pou5f1 and Oct4),
and Sox19B (a member of the SoxB1 family), act analogously to
Zld during the zebrafish MZT to drive genome activation (Lee
et al. 2013; Leichsenring et al. 2013). Furthermore, Pou5f3 and
Sox2 are known to be pioneer factors instrumental in reprogram-
ming differentiated cells to a pluripotent state (Soufi et al. 2012,
2015). Together, these data suggest that chromatin remodeling
in the early embryo requires the function of multiple factors,
and this activity facilitates the transition from the specified germ
cells to the pluripotent cells of the early embryo.

Methods

Fly strains

Embryos lackingmaternally suppliedZldwere generated according
to themethod described by Liang et al. (2008). zld294 FRT19A/FM7
females were crossed with y w sn P{mini w+, ovoD1−26}25 FRT19A,
hsFLP122/Y males and allowed to lay for 24 h. The resulting off-
spring were heat-shocked twice for 30 min at 37°C with a 24-h in-
terval between (at ∼24–48 h and 48–72 h after laying) to generate
germline clones. In parallel, y w FRT19A females were crossed with
y w sn P{mini w+, ovoD1−26}25 FRT19A, hsFLP122/Y males, and the
offspring were heat-shocked to serve as paired controls. Since
only females with the desired germline clones should produce
embryos, non-heat-shocked offspring from each cross were pre-
served and allowed to mature to check for escapers. Any crosses
that produced embryos without heat-shock (escapers) were
discarded.

Immunostaining

Embryos depleted for maternal Zld and paired yw controls were
dechorionated and fixed in 3 mL fixation buffer (1.3× PBS,
67 mM EGTA at pH 8), 1 mL 37% formaldehyde, and 5 mL hep-
tanes for 25 min. Vitelline membranes were removed with metha-
nol. Embryos were rehydrated and stained using anti-Zld
antibodies (Harrison et al. 2011) along with DM1A anti-tubulin
(Sigma) as a positive control. Goat anti-rabbit Alexa-488 and goat
anti-mouse Alexa-688 were used as secondary antibodies (Life
Technologies).

FAIRE

Embryos ranging in age from 2 to 3 h were collected, dechorio-
nated, and crosslinked for 10 min with 3:1 heptane:fix solution
at room temperature. Following washing, embryos were flash-fro-
zen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C. FAIRE was performed
on ∼0.1 g of embryos, as previously described by McKay and
Lieb (2013) with the following exceptions. The homogenized
embryos were filtered through Miracloth (EMD Millipore). After
resuspension in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl at pH 8, 100 mM
NaCl, 1mMEDTA, 2%TritonX-100, 1% SDS), the nuclei were sub-
jected to four rounds of bead beatingwith 0.5-mmglass beads. The
chromatin was sonicated three times for 30 sec using a Branson
sonifier 250 at a power setting of 1.5 to achieve a size range of
200 bp–1 kb.

Single-embryo RNA preparation

Embryos depleted for maternal Zld and paired yw controls were
dechorionated and analyzed under halocarbon oil to determine
stage. Individual paired stage 5 embryos were selected, and oil
was removed. Embryos were lysed in TRIzol (Life Technologies)
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supplemented with 150 µg/mL glycogen, and RNA was prepared
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Sequencing and data analysis

High-throughput sequencing libraries were prepared by the
University of Wisconsin Biotechnology Center DNA Sequencing
Facility (FAIRE) and by Jacqueline Villalta (RNA). Libraries were
prepared from both FAIRE-enriched DNA and from sonicated ge-
nomic DNA to serve as input material. The libraries were se-
quenced using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. The total reads
for yw were 42,524,780 and for zldM- were 50,462,591. The se-
quence data were processed essentially as previously described
(McKay and Lieb 2013). Briefly, reads were aligned to the genome
using Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) with the –sensitive
and –end-to-end flags. Aligned reads with a MAPQ score less than
10 were removed using SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). Finally, reads
were extended to 110 bp. Since replicate data were highly correlat-
ed, reads from each replicate were pooled for further analysis, re-
sulting in 23,646,263 reads for yw and 13,371,214 reads for
zldM-. This corresponds to 92% of the euchromatic region covered
by greater than one read for yw and 87% for zldM-. FAIRE peaks
were called with MACS2 (Feng et al. 2012) using a shift size of
125 bp. Differential FAIRE peaks between yw and zldM- were iden-
tified with edgeR (Robinson et al. 2010), using the “classic analy-
sis.” The input file consisted of a table of FAIRE read counts for
each yw and zldM- replicate intersecting the union set of the top
5000 FAIRE peaks. FAIRE peaks with a P-value lower than 0.05
were called as differential.

Data for Bcd binding in wild-type and zldM- embryos were
from GSE55256 (Xu et al. 2014). GAF binding was from
GSE23537 (Negre et al. 2011). Histone modification data were ob-
tained from GSE58935 (Li et al. 2014). Microarray expression data
for wild-type and zldM- embryos were from GSE11231 (Liang et al.
2008). Zld-binding sites were from GSE30757 (Harrison et al.
2011). Data for RNA Pol II binding during the MZT were obtained
from GSE41703 (Chen et al. 2013).

Peak classification

FAIRE peaks were classified into four functional groups based on
their location. Peaks located −500 to +150 bases from a known
transcription start site were classified as promoter peaks. Peaks
overlapping coding regions were classified as genic or intronic,
and the remaining peaks classified as intergenic.

Motif analysis

The DNA sequence in FAIRE peaks was analyzed using
SeedSearcher software by Barash (2005). Specifically, we enumerat-
ed over all possible k-mers (ranging from length three to eight,
while allowing one or two wildcards in specific positions). Each
k-mer was then scored using a differential hypergeometric score,
comparing the number of motif occurrences within a set of peaks
to the overall number of occurrences within a background set of
control sequences. Here we compared each group of FAIRE peaks
(constitutive or differential, with or without in vivo Zld or GAF
binding) to the remaining of the 5000 high-accessibility yw
FAIRE peaks. All reported k-mers are highly significant after correc-
tions for multiple hypothesis testing.

Data access

The FAIRE-seq and RNA-seq data from this study have been sub-
mitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number GSE65837.
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